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Abstract 

Every community employs language for the purpose of communication. 
Language is made up of two basic parts: Form and Meaning. The form is 
what we refer to as words. Words have different meanings based on the 
context of use as well as the culture that uses it. This is simply based on the 
fact that reality differs among cultures. On linguistics relativism, the 
Whorfian hypothesis posits that language determines one’s perception of 
reality. Invariably, different language groups have different views of similar 
reality. Thus, lexical distinctions drawn by distinct languages are reflections 
of the society in which the languages are spoken, revealing a significant 
relationship between lexical and cultural realities. This paper, however, 
attempts a contrastive analysis of some semantic fields in English and Ẹdo 
to reveal how words may be meaningfully employed to highlight and 
foreground that fundamental relationship between lexical and cultural 
realities 

 
 
 Language is the instrument we employ for the purpose of communication. It is made up of 
form and meaning. These two are inseparable (Uwajeh, 2002:12). The form is the unit employed to 
represent the object in reality. In other words, the meaning of an object is attached to the word we 
ascribe to it. 
               Johnson in Wallwork (1969:98) stated that when words change country, their meaning  
is altered. This is in-line with Whorf’s earlier assertion that: 
 

“We cut up nature, organize it into concepts and ascribe significance  as we 
do largely because we are parties to an agreement to organize  it in this 
way-an agreement that holds throughout our speech community and is 
codified in the patterns of our language” (Whorf, 1956:213 in Code, 
1980:249) 

 
 It is worthy of note to state here that people’s world view differs culturally. This difference 
also reflects in their linguistic and cultural reality. Words are never created for objects that have not 
been experienced.  People only create words for objects within their world view. This paper therefore 
examines some semantic fields in English and Edo. 
 
The Semantic Field Theory 
 The Semantic Field Theory is a linguistic theory which originated and developed in the 1930s 
based on the argument that lexical items of any language must be categorized into different fields 
according to their definition and interrelationship with one another. The first group of scholars to 
adopt a linguistic approach to the study of Semantic fields was the Germans one of who explained 
how semantic field structures can change over time (Tries, 1934). 
 
 The major idea about the semantic field theory is imposing order in any language by 
organizing the vocabulary items in a language into “fields of meaning”. For example, the lexemes 
denoting the different kinds of fruits may be grouped together to form a semantic field. Other 
semantic fields include: numerals, parts of the body, tools, jobs, colours, etc. 
 In this paper, we shall attempt a contrastive analysis of the following five semantic fields in 
English and Edo: parts of the body, kinship term, diseases, colours and fruits. 
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Colour Names in English 
 There are basically eight colours in English: black, white, yellow, orange, green, blue and 
violet. Along with the above are some peripheral colours names: 
 
Table 2: Colour Names in English 
Reach Beige Lemon Gold Tan Lime 
Maroon Bronze Rose Ivory  Olive Jade 
Lilac Chartause Apricot Khakhi Pink Poppy 
Mauve Crimson Buff Magnanta Purple Navy blue 
Emerald Turquoise Tan Mustard Rust Khakhi 
Coffee Scarlet Mustard Silver Golden Cream 
Source: ( Filleubaum and Rapoport (1971) and Longman Dictionary of Contemporary English (2001) 
 
Colour Names in Ẹdo 

In Ẹdo, there are only three basic colours which are: nekhui (black), nọfua (white) and nọbaa 
(red). Besides these three colours, the other colours evident in Ẹdo are  
derived using ideophones. They are: 
 
Ẹdo    Gloss 
ebebe    green 
evbiọwọn   brown 
ragharagho   blue 
emuẹ    grey 
nọbaa ragharagha  purple 
nọbaa rẹghereghẹ             pink 
erhẹnvbavbogo   yellow 
 
 Besides these identified above, there are no lexical items identified or evident for the 
secondary colours which are present in English. This therefore, will pose a problem for the Ẹdo-
English speakers as they do not exist in the language. 
 
Fruits  
 There exist a wide variety of fruits in English. Most of these fruits do not have names in Ẹdo 
because of their non-existence in the land. Some others that exist in the forest may not be suitable for 
consumption. English fruits are categorized into different classes: 
a) Berries 
b) Citrus fruits 
c) Melons 
d) Tropical fruits 

Class A (i.e berries) fruits do not have Ẹdo equivalent because these fruits do not exist in the 
land. 
English   Ẹdo Equivalent 
Black-berry   X 
Straw-berry   X 
Rasp-berry   X 
Blue-berry   X 
 
Class B (i.e citrus) fruits 
Oranges                         alimoi 
Lemon                           X 
Limes                alimoi negiẹ 
Grape                alimoi nọkhua 
Tangerine                X 
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 The fruits in class B are identified with the lexical item ‘alimoi’ in Ẹdo. The different citrus 
fruits are distinguished from one another with the addition of another lexical item to them except for 
the lexical item ‘orange’ for instance. 
 
Alimoi   negiẹẹ                               lime (i.e small orange) 

Orange  that-small 

Alimo     nọkhua                             grape (i.e big orange) 

Orange   that big 

Class C (i.e melon) Fruits 

Water melon         X 

Cautaloup         X 
Honey dew melon        X 
 
Class D (tropical) Fruits 
Cashew              X 
Mango         X 
Pineapple                  ẹdin ebo 
Palm kernel       ikpẹdin 
Coconuts        ivin 
Plantain        ọgẹdẹ 
Pawpaw        uhoro 
Banana         ọgẹdẹ ebo 
Lychee           X 
Star fruit                              X 
 
Class E fruits 
Figs           X 
Peaches           X 
Pears           orumwan 
Plums           X 
Apples           X 
Local cherries          otiẹn 
Apricots           X 
Quinces           X 
 
A contrastive statement can therefore be made here which is as follows: 
1)  Many fruits in English do not have Ẹdo equivalents because they do not exist in the people’s 

worldview. For instance, all the class A fruits do not have Ẹdo names. According to some 
informants contacted, some of these fruits grow in the forests but  the people do not see the 
need for assigning names to them. Such fruits may even be viewed as being wild and 
poisonous. 

2)   Another class of fruits are those that had no existence in the Ẹdo vocabulary before the 
contact with the English people. These now occur as direct translations e.g ‘emango’ for 
mango. In such cases, the lexical item is modified to suit the syllable structure pattern of the 
language. This is done by prefixing a vowel to the word since all nouns in Ẹdo begin and end 
with a vowel. Others include ‘ekasu’ – cashew, ‘apolu’ – apple, etc. 

3)  Others do not exist in the people’s cultural word view and therefore do not exist in the 
vocabulary. 
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4)  Some fruits are also named in Ẹdo which do not exist in the English vocabulary. Such fruits 
include: amugẹn, omoruru, ako, etc.  This is also the case that they do not exist in their 
community. 

 
Based on the above statements, we can therefore predict the following: 
i)  Many English fruits will sound strange to the Ẹdo-English speakers since they do not exist in 

their language and  
ii)  There will be difficulties in recognizing and identifying them in novels, textbooks, story 

books, etc as the case may be. 
 
 Parts of the Body 
 This semantic field appears more universal than the others. It is actually as a result that human 
beings have the same structure. However, this field, like the others, is categorized by the different 
language groups in their own perculiar ways. Below is a representation of this field in the two 
languages under focus. 
 
Figure 1: Parts of the Body in English and their Edo Counterparts 

 

                                                            Body (egbe) 
 

                       head(uhunmwu)     trunk(uvinyeke)          arm(o)                     leg(owẹ) 
 
ear(erọ)          face(ugbaro)  mouth(unu)  chest(ẹwẹ)      hand(obọ)   forearm(o)  thigh(o) 
 
 eye (aro) 
                      jaw      cheek              nose     belly            finger          elbow            knee 
                       (urhuẹ)  (agbanmwẹ) (ihue)    (ẹko)         (ikpianbọ)    (ikuabọ)        (igbọn) 
 
 
eyeball  eyebrow   eyelid 

(o) (efaro)   (ifuanro)              
 
                                                                      waist           fingernail     palm           ankle 
                                                                      (ẹkun)         (ihiẹn)        (atatabọ)     (urhuawẹ) 

  
                                                                        hip                                                      foot 
                                                                        (o)                                                   (atatowẹ)   
 
                                                                                                                                    toe 
                                                                                                                                (ikpianwẹ) 
 
                             
                                                                                                                                   toenails 
                                                                                                                                 (ihiẹnowẹ) 
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           From the diagram (fig.1), it is observed that Ẹdo does not have the corresponding names for the 
words as they occur in English. As a result of this, the English speaker may therefore experience some 
difficulties in representing these in English. 
           In Ẹdo, the word ‘obọ’ represents English ‘arm’ hand and forearm’. Thus the sentence: “he 
broke his arm”, could mean his forearm, arm or hand – a case of under differentiation. This becomes a 
likely problem area for the Ẹdo-English speaker. 
 
Kinship Terms 
     Included in  Kinship terms are lexemes employed to refer to family relationships. These: 
English    Ẹdo 
father   erha 
mother   iye 
child   omọ 
daughter  ọmọ-okhuo 
son   ọmọ-okpia 
grandfather  erha nọkhua 
grandmother   iye nọkhua 
grandchildren               X 
brother   ọtẹn 
sister   ọtẹn 
cousin   X 
uncle   X 
aunt   X 
great grand father erherha nọkhua 
great grand mother iyiye nọkhua 
great grand child iyẹnyẹ ọmọ 
Great grand children iyẹnyẹn  emọ 
 
 It is observed that most of these kinship terms are not known or common to most of the native 
speakers of Ẹdo language. The common terms employed are erha (father), iye (mother), ọtẹn 
(brother/sister), orhuan (in-law). These are expanded in various ways to explainthe relationship 
amongst family members. 
 In addition, it is observed that most of the kinship terms are descriptive of the relationship and 
not free lexical items as in English. 
 
 
Ọtẹn            erha        nokpia  ‘father’s brother’ (uncle) 

 

Relation      father     the man 

Ovbiẹ          ọtẹmwẹ        nokhuo ‘my sister’s child’ (niece) 

 

Child          elation-my    the woman 

 
Based on gender distinction, the lexeme nokpia (the man) or nokhuo (the woman) is applied. 

This helps greatly in distinguishing between a relationship with a male or a female. 
 As a result of the Nigerian socio-cultural setting, the extended family system is practised. 
Most of the distinctions stated above are only in theory and not normally used in everyday parlance. 
Thus we find the forms for mama, papa and relation covering all other distinctions, which are only 
significant for descriptive purposes. Their English counterparts would consequently be under 
differentiated by many Ẹdo-English speakers: 
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                                        brother 
 

ọtẹn                                 sister 

                                        cousin 

                                        nephew 

                                        uncle 

                                      aunt 
 

father 
  

erha                     grand-father 

                          elderly male in the community old enough to be one’s father   
        

                    mother-in-law 

                                   father-in-law 

                                      sister-in-law 

 orhuan                          brother-in-law 

                            uncle-in-law 

                      aunt-in-law 

                      son-in-law 

                      daughter-in-law 

              Terms as step-father, step-mother, step-brother, etc. will present problems of use to most 
Ẹdo-English speakers. Ofolue (2004:3) asserts that the Nigerian family context is basically exclusive 
and Western world is inclusive and extended. The Nigerian family is closely knit and its description 
generates specifically from ancestral ties. In the Western contexts, aunts, uncles, cousins, nieces, etc. 
exist. Nigerians do not have cousins, whether first or second, what they have are ‘brothers’ or 
‘sisters’. 
           For Ẹdo, we can argue that part of the extended family relationship signifying cousin (eyẹ) is 
evident in the language although no distinction is made between that of first and second cousin.                   
 
Diseases in English and their Ẹdo Counterpart 
 Diseases in English maybe classified into two subclasses: 
 (a) Infectious diseases 
 (b) Non-infectious diseases 
a) Infectious diseases are those types of diseases that can be transmitted from one person to the 
other. Such diseases include: 
 

English    Ẹdo 
i) tuberculosis   ohuẹn nọkpohu 
ii) leprosy   eti 
iii) chicken pox   errọn nọkhua 
iv) measles   owọn 
v) small pox   esalọ 
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vi) aids    ugiagbe 
vii) gonorrhea   atọri 
viii) syphilis   atọri nọkhua 
ix) toothache   ọzọlọ akọn 
 
b). The non-infectious diseases include: 
i) malaria   odo emwirraro 
ii) cold    oni 
iii) headache   afierhan 
iv) earpain   emiamwẹ erọ 
v) cancer   X 
vi) barreness   agan 
vii) leg pain   emiamwẹ owẹ 
viii) pile   okpo 
ix) cough   ohuẹn 
x) goiter                                   olohudin 
xi) hypertension   osi 
xii) diabetes   emiamwẹ esuga 
xiii) heart problem  emiamwẹ udu 
xiv) kidney   X 
xv) tonsillitis   X 
xvi) waist pain   emiamwẹ ẹkun 
xvii) ring worm   elahọ 
xviii) eye pain   emiamwẹ aro 
xix) ulcer   X 
xx) leukemia   X 
xxi) rheumatism  X 
xxii) appendicitis  X 
xxiii) heat rashes  erhọn ọfọ 
xxiv) spleen   ovbalude 
xxv) epilepsy   owa 
xxvi) convulsion  ahe 
xxvii) dysentery   ezẹdizẹdi 
xxviii) hernia   evbe 
xxix) blindness   aruaro 
 
 Looking at the data above we notice that most illnesses do not have names for them in Ẹdo 
because they are not common among the people. Most of the diseases are represented with lexical 
items put together to give a particular semantic meaning: 
 
emiamwẹ   owẹ                        leg pain 

 

Sickness     leg      

emiamwẹ    esuga                             diabetes 

 

Sickness     sugar 
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Also observed in Ẹdo is the use of the lexical item ‘nọkhua’ - the big one to distinguish 
certain lexical items from others, such as: 
errọn                         rashes 

errọn        nọkhua                     chicken pox 

  

rashes      the big one 

 
Thus, similar to the kinship terms analyzed above, it is observed that most illnesses in Ẹdo are 

represented using descriptive terms. The items marked x signify their non-existence in the language. 
In order to represent these in Ẹdo, emiamwẹ is mostly used along-side the location of the pain. 
Example: emiamwẹ udu (i.e heart problem). 
 We can then predict that owing to the socio-cultural differences between Ẹdo and English, 
there will be problems for the Ẹdo-English speaker who will only be told as it is realized in Ẹdo such 
as ‘stomach pain’ (emiamwẹ ẹko), ‘eye pain’ (emiamwẹ aro), etc. If these terms are called the actual 
names as they are in English, then translation maybe made impossible. 
 
Conclusion 
 In this paper, we identified five semantic fields in which lexical items can be categorized. 
Using the lexical categories, we observed that there is a significant relationship between a people’s 
lexical and cultural reality. This is as a result of the fact that people have words only for those things 
experienced in their world-view. Objects or activities not experienced are likely not to be assigned 
any names. 
 In this paper, it was observed that words were assigned to the various parts of the body in 
both languages under focus. This is simply based on the fact that human beings are structured alike 
and every language group must be able to account for the various parts making up the structure of a 
human being.  Lexical items for fruits, diseases and kinship terms vary as they are culture based. 
These actually are the problems that the  L2  speaker is saddled with. 
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